' "N a recent letter with the above title several misprints oc--~curred. The denominator in Eq. (2) should be squared. The Rnec value for y=&=0 should be 3151'/S12, in agreement with the value computed for this special case by Johnson and LarkHorovitz. ' The symbol e should be used only for the electron or hole energy; other e's should really be &'s to be consistent with the notation of Fig. 1 It is interest. ing to note the relative e8ects of (a) the 120 g/cm'
It is interest. ing to note the relative e8ects of (a) the 120 g/cm'
Pb shield interposed in the counter train at the ceiling altitude and (b) an equivalent mass of superposed atmosphere, alternatively added to the initial 85 g/cm' of interposed Pb. The decrease in the observed particle intensity in case (a} is practically the same as that in case {b).This is indeed a striking consequence of a conspiracy of circumstances. Both meson decay and energyloss considerations make the equivalent atmospheric path a considerably more eR'ective stopping layer. On the other hand, owing to the multiple production of secondaries, geometrical considerations favor the air path from the point of view of the enhancement of the detectable particle intensity. Penetrating secondaries produced within a narrow cone by an incident primary particle are not detected individually in case {a), whereas they can be recorded in case {b).Furthermore, charged secondaries arising from neutral nucleons, which of course constitute a significant fraction of the primary cosmic-ray particles, cannot actuate the counter train in case (a), whereas they are observable in case (b).
It is remarkable that in such a complex situation, the various competing processes provide almost exact compensation. In the future we hope to improve our calculations by using the exact boundary conditions, and to examine the dependence of the
